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About Maximo Business Solutions 

Maximo Business Solutions is a leader and a recognized local IBM partner in the Philippines. We boast of our Asean
presence through Comm-IT Consultancy Services group of companies. Our team is composed of both industry and
technology experts with over 80+ years of combined experience and have had diverse industry exposure.
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Build the asset register
Establish the asset profile with
specifications and attributes
Create an asset assembly structure and
location hierarchy 
Track asset’s physical movement
Associate all historical work against an asset 
View cost of asset ownership 
Define and track asset depreciation

Create and set PM schedules
Create and establish job plans
Create, approve, assign, monitor, and
complete work orders
Perform inspections
Record actual labor hours and materials
used
Create and manage capital projects
Capture costs and associate with the asset

Raise service requests
Monitor request progress and track
accountability

Create and manage storerooms
Create and manage item, service, tool codes
Manage inventory receipts, issuances,
transfers, and returns
Monitor inventory stock levels
Initiate automatic stock reordering
Define and manage consigned items

Create and manage vendor records
Create and approve purchase requisitions
Initiate request and receive quotations from
vendors
Create, approve, and issue purchase orders 
Accept and approve invoices to trigger
payments

creating value for our customers on improving asset and operational performance through both our

horizontal and vertical industry experiences;

delivering a seamless integration between people, process, data, and technology; and

delivering above and beyond our commitments by prioritizing client needs and satisfaction

Background
Established on 2015, Maximo Business Solutions, Incorporated is a Philippine-based consulting and delivery

services organization that is entirely focused and wholly committed on providing comprehensive project

implementation and support of the IBM Maximo Asset Management solution suite. MBS is a recognized IBM

business partner in the Philippines with a Gold partnership status.

Over the years, MBS has continually matured and has taken on providing world-class Maximo services through

its partner network in ASEAN and in other parts of the world through Comm-IT Consultancy Services and Amosa

Group. MBS, Comm-IT, and Amosa Group have a dedicated pool of professionals with more than 100+ years of

combined Maximo and EAM experience that has been serving our clients with the primary goal of helping them

succeed in their EAM journey while maximizing their Maximo investment. This mission statement allows MBS to

take it even further by:

Presently, we are the largest IBM Maximo-focused business partner in ASEAN with a staff strength of more than

seventy (70) certified professionals – and is continuously growing.

fully understanding the end-to-end requirements and needs,

ensuring that the proposed approach fits the desired state of the organization and the system,

bringing in industry insights and knowledge,

bringing in resources with the right experience at the right time, and

maintaining clear and continuous communications throughout the support engagement.

Qualifications and Credentials
MBS is focused on delivering an exceptional Maximo EAM engagement by:

MBS’ knowledge-based service combines the best of consulting and technology support through a holistic

approach that fits the desired operational outcomes as well as to complement your organizational and system

landscape, while maintaining the system’s integrity by adopting to MBS’ accumulated Maximo system support

best practices and strategies. This approach has allowed MBS’ customers to take advantage of Maximo’s

strength as an industry de facto platform for Enterprise Asset Management.

MBS’ breadth and depth of experience encompasses the sectors of Food Manufacturing, Telecommunications,

Property and Building Management, Tollway Management, Transportation, and Power and Utilities.

Approximately, the Power and Utilities industry makes up 90 percent of the overall local Maximo install-base

where majority is an MBS customer – from full project implementation, to consulting services, to system

upgrades and migrations, to trainings, and other various support services.

Track Record
Being the largest IBM Maximo implementer and with a recognized IBM Gold Partner status in ASEAN, the group

has accumulated vast experience in implementing and maintaining the IBM Maximo product suite in numerous

Power and Utility companies. Overall, we have over fifty (50+) customers across the region involving end-to-end

implementations, application support services, and system upgrade engagements.

Create, approve, and associate permits against target
assets, locations, or facilities 
Monitor compliance of assets, facilities, or locations 
Present a compliance dashboard across the facility

 Permit Tracking
Define budget allocation 
Monitor and control budget consumption 
 Extract budget reports

Budget Controlling & Monitoring 
Provide access to vendors of bid events
Capture vendor’s bid responses with ranking according
to quotation

 e-Bidding Portal

Maximo Enterprise Asset Management Features

Create, manage, and associate warranty
contracts
Initiate warranty claims
Create and manage purchase, price, and
blanket contracts
Create and manage labor rate contracts
Create and manage rental and lease
contracts


